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Let us consider a Cauchy problem 
a,u + iK(t)u =f, t E z, 47) = $4 (0.1) 
with Z = [tl , t,] compact, r E Z, 8, = a/at. In (O.l), K(t) = ((K,,(t))) is a given 
m x m-matrix of pseudo-differential operators over IR”, defined for t E I. 
Correspondingly the functions (or distributions) 4, u(t), S(t) are defined over 
Rn and take values in C”, with natural numbers n and m. In details, we 
have, for u E 9 = Y(lR”), 
(K,,(t)u)(x) = (24-n’z J k,,(t, x, t)e-ix’u-(t) &, (0.2) 
with the Fourier transform uA of U, 
u-(r) = (27~)~“‘~ ,f dx e’%(x), (O-3) 
and with symbols k,,(t, x, <) defined over Z x R *’ and satisfying 
aFatkj[(t,X, <) = O((1 + 1X1)‘-‘“‘(l + lrl)‘-‘“‘), (O-4) 
whence we shall speak of an operator (and symbol) of order e = (1, 1). 
We also introduce the (weighted) L2(R”)-Sobolev spaces 
bs = 8,,,,, = (24 E Y’: (1 + Ix(2)Q’2(1 -A)% E P(lR”)}, (0.5) 
for s = (s,, s2), with the Laplace operator A. These spaces are discussed in 
more details in [2,3,5]. In particular we have 
y= n 8,, P’= u 8,, (0.6) sew SER2 
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with the spaces of rapidly decreasing functions 5“ and temperate 
distributions 9”. 
As a simple consequence of the Calderon-Vaillancourt theorem we have 
Kj,(t>: 8, -+ 8,-e, as bounded operators (cf. [3,4, 71). Interpreting sjs as 
spaces of vector-valued functions (distributions), taking values in C” we can 
state that K(t): 8, + sj,-,, for every s E R*. No distinction in notation 
between these two versions of $j, will be made. 
An existence and uniqueness theorem for the solution u of (0.1) is stated 
in Section 2 (Theorem 2.1). Its proof is sketched (for details, cf. [7]). A 
condition of hyperbolicity has to be imposed, of course, together with 
conditions strengthening (0.4). This theorem implies existence of the 
evolution operator u(t, t), defined by the assignment $ + u(t), for f E 0, for 
all r, t E 1. Under stronger assumptions on K(t) one may establish some 
differentiability properties of U(r, t) together with other facts well known for 
strictly hyperbolic problems on compact manifolds (Theorem 2.2). 
Our main result, Theorem 4.1, departs from the following general 
assumption on the symbol matrix k(t, x, <) = ((k,,(t, x, 0)). 
(A) The m x m-matrix k = k(t, x, <) allows a decomposition 
k=k, +k,, k, of order 0 = (0, 0), (0.7) 
where k,(t, x, <) has real and distinct eigenvalues 
n,p, x, r) < A*@, x, 0 -c **. < w9 x, 0, t El, 1x1 + ItI > 1. (0.8) 
Moreover we have either (case a) 
j= l,..., m - 1, or, (case b) k, of order e’ = (1,0) and 
Lj+ I(l? xT t) - nj<tY x9 8 2 rlO(l + I <I), 
1x1 + ItI 2 1, j= l,..., m - 1. (0.10) 
It is a matter of matrix perturbation theory to show that, under 
assumption (A), the eigenvalues Lj (extended as P-functions into R’“) are 
symbols of order e (case a) or e’ (case b). Moreover, if 
Pj(l9 X, 0 = i/2x 
I 
(W, x, t) -,)-I cir! (0.11) 
Irr-~j(f,X.f)l=E(f,X,O 
denotes the corresponding eigenprojection, then also pj (suitably extended to 
R*“) are matrix-valued symbols of order (0,O). Our definition of the term 
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“symbol of order r = (r,, rJ may be found in Section 1. Further 
assumptions on differentiability of k, k,, k, as functions of t will be required. 
One will notice that (0.10) amounts to a uniform strict (normal) hyper- 
bolicity of (0.1). On the other hand, condition (0.9) will be referred to as md- 
strictly hyperbolic. 
Let the class of all m x m-matrix-valued symbols q of order r = (r,, T*), 
and such that the matrices k,(z, x, <) and q(x, <) commute for all sufficiently 
large IxI+ ItI, f or some given fixed r, be denoted by -2:(r). Our matrix- 
uersion of the well known result of Egorov [8] states that for each Q with 
symbol q E %r(r) a lower order “correction” Z with symbol z may be found 
such that the conjugation U(r, t)(Q + Z) U(t, z) = U(r, t)(Q + Z)U-‘(7, t) 
again is a pseudo-differential operator of order r. Moreover (Theorem 4.1), 
U(G t><Q + .W(G t) = Q,, + Zrp 
In fact, if we write 
with qrl E -P:(t). (0.12) 
4(X, 0 = 2 qj(x, 0 Pj(79 x9 t), for Ix] + I<] large, (0.13) 
j=l 
as must be possible, by definition of B37), then we get 
I4 + Id 2 Yo (0.14) 
with m Hamiltonian flows {v$: 7, t E I), j = l,..., m, defined by the m 
canonical systems 
i = Jj,&, x, C), r’= -&(t, x, 0, x(7) = x, C(7) = 4. (0.15) 
Our proof of Theorem 4.1 will not use the fact that U(7, t) is a 
combination of Fourier integral operators, nor will there be any use of the 
method of stationary phase. For m = 1 similar proofs were known earlier (cf. 
Duistermat (unpublished; see [2]), Beals [2], Taylor [ 11, 121, and the author 
(unpublished, 1975). Most of these efforts concern Egorov’s theorem on a 
compact manifold. For m 2 2 our discussion focuses on the solution of the 
matrix commutator equation k,a - ak, = 6. Also it is essential, of course, 
that the characteristic flows v-it are globally defined homeomorphisms, for 
every t, 7 E Z, as solutions of (0.15). This is proven in Section 3 by 
establishing a priori estimates for the solutions of (0.15), using the properties 
of the symbols Aj. In addition it is found that q 0 V$ is a symbol again, for 
every symbol q. 
It is known that Egorov’s theorem, in the conventional case, implies that 
singularities of initial values are /propagated along the characteristic flow. 
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More precisely, the wave front set of 4, defined as a certain subset of 
(XE R”) X ({E R”: l<l= co} in a certain compactification of R*” 
propagates along the characteristic flow, extended to that compactification. 
Presently we notice that in the r&-hyperbolic case another propagation of 
singularities takes place at Ix/ = co: The directions in x-space along which 
an initial value does not decrease rapidly propagate along the same charac- 
teristic flows, now at 1x1 = co, and there is a corresponding refinement of 
that set into an “antiLwavefront set.” 
1. PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OVER IQ” WITH CLASSICAL SYMBOL 
In this section we list a few facts on the special classes of pseudo- 
differential operators used later on. Detailed discussions and proofs may be 
found in (3, 71, or, in more general form, Beals [I]. We first consider 
complex-valued symbols only. 
A (strictly) classical symbol is defined to be a function a E Cm(R2”) = 
((x, 0: x, < E R”} satisfying the global estimates 
a,nafa(x, <) = o((X)r2-‘n’(r)rl-‘4’), x, CE R”, (1.1) 
for each pair a, /I of multi-indices, with 
(x) = (1 + Ix(2)“2, a; = a;; ..a a:;, etc. (1.2) 
The pair of reals r = (ri, r2) will be called order of the symbol a. r, and r2 
are called differentiation and multiplication order, resp. The classes of all 
symbols with order r are denoted by WC,, and we set w.c, = u, WC,, 
v/L-, = nr Wr,. Clearly WLI~, WC fm are algebras under pointwise 
multiplication of symbols. For a E vr, and b E yc,, we get ab = c E I/IL,+,,. 
For a symbol a E vr, one defines the pseudo-differential operator 
(abbreviated @o) A = u(M,, D) by setting 
AU(X) = J' d't a(~, -t)e'"'u"(t), uE.Y‘, (1.3) 
with the abbreviation 
d’r= (27?)-“‘2 &. (1.4) 
The notation u(M,, D) is motivated by the fact that, for u(x, <) = b(x)c(<) we 
get A = u(M,, D) = b(M)c(D), w h ere the multiplication b(M)u(x) = b(x)u(x) 
stands at left of the differentiation c (D). 
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We also define a(M,, D), a generally different wdo corresponding to 
c(D)b(M), for the above a(x, 4). Explicitly we get 
(@f,, W)*(t) = J’ d’ye-‘Yf4y, Mu), 2lE.Y. 
Both formulas (1.3) and (1:5) can be united by defining formally 
(1.5) 
a&f,, M,, @u(x) = Jd’tJ d’,ye’f(x-Y)u(x, y, &4(y), (1.6) 
where the two integrals I d’r and ( d’y must be taken in the order listed. The 
2n-fold integral ( d< dy in general will not exist as a Riemann or Lebesgue 
integral. 
It is found that a E WC, implies 
u(M,, II): 9 --f 9, u(M,, D): Y -+ .Y, (1.7) 
continuously, in the Frechet topology of 9 (cf. [3,4, 71). Similarly, 
a(M, , M,, D): 9’ + 9, under suitable assumptions on the function a(x, y, r) 
(cf. [31). 
It is useful to equip the linear spaces wr, with the Frechet topology of the 
collection of semi-norms 
(1.8) 
for all multi-indices a, /l with 
ug; = aft+. (1.9) 
The class of all A = u(M,, D) with a E vc, is denoted by wr. We also have 
{ wr = u(M,, D): a E WC,}, as will be evident from Theorem 1.2. For 
A E wr there is precisely one a E or, with A = u(M,, D) (=u(M,, D)). 
THEOREM 1.1. For a E WC, (with r E R*) the operator A : 9 + Y of 
(1.3) extends into a continuous operator 8, + $j,-,, for UN s E R2, with the 
weighted Sobolev spaces $, dej%ed in (0.5). Moreover, the assignment a + A 
defines u continuous map tyr, --f Y(!$,, !$-,). 
A proof of Theorem 1.1 essentially is a matter of application of the 
Calderon-Vaillancourt theorem. For details cf. [3,4, 71. 
It is useful to introduce the order classes 
B(r) = {A E g(Y): A E Y(8S, 8,-,), s E R2}, (2.10) 
which may be seen to be Frechet spaces under the locally convex topology of 
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the norms of .Y($,, a,-,), for all s E R’, cf. [4]. As a simple consequence 
of Theorem 1.1. it follows that the map u --t A of (1.3) defines a continuous 
linear map IJI~, + O(r). 
We notice that the statements of Theorem 1.1 and following also are true 
for the assignment u + a(M,, II). Also the formal Hilbert space adjoint A * 
of A E Wr, with respect to the inner product of5 = L2(lR “) = 5,) is given 
by the formula 
A * = ii(M,) D), (1.11) 
and therefore also is in Wr. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Calculus of y~do’s). For a E Wr, b E Wr, let 
c=abE Wr+,., be the pointwise product. Then we get 
NM,, D> b&f,, 0) - W,, D> E W+,l-er 
(1.12) 
a&f,, 0) - @f,, D) E w-,, (a(M,, D))* - +4,, D) E Wr-,. 
Also, for A = a(M,, D), B = b(M,, D) the commutator [A, B] = A3 - BA is 
in Wr+llie, with e = (1, 1). Moreover, if a and b vary over bounded sets of 
w, and wrl, respectively, then the three operators of (1.12) and the 
commutator [A, B] have symbols which remain bounded within ~uc,+~,+, 
v/r,_,, yc,-,, ~.c~+~~-~, respectively. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the Taylor-Leibnitz 
formulas for wdo’s with classical symbol, discussed in [3,4, 71. Let us also 
notice that Theorem 1.2 may be formulated as follows. 
The two maps a + a(M,, D) and a + a(M,., D) coincide in each Wr, 
modulo Wr-, . Moreover, they define an adjoint invariant algebra 
homomorphism from Wm to the algebra of cosets 
{ Wp/Wrue: rE I?‘}. 
While it may be seen that Wr c a(r) are proper inclusions it is easily 
proven that 
w-,=n w+b++n e(r). 
r r 
(1.13) 
An operator A E F(r) is said to have the asymptotic expansion 
A=?- Aj 
,zJ 
(mod fl(- co)) (or mod W-m), (1.14) 
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where Aj E P(r -je), if A - CjN_O Aj E cGp(r - (N + l)e), N = 0, 1, 2 ,... . For 
any given sequence Aj E @(r -je), j = 0, l,... there exists A E P(r) such that 
(1.14) holds. For a proof (also of Theorem 1.3) cf. [3, 71. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let u = ((ai,)), b= ((bj,)), aj, E IJI.C,, bj, E WE,,, be 
m x m-matrix-valued symbols, and let A = a(M,, D), B = b(M,, D). Then the 
commutator [A, B] admits the asymptotic expansion 
[A9 Bl = [a, b]W,, 0) - i(a, b)(M,, 0) - f((a, b))(M,, D) t ... 
+ (-i)‘lj! (( ... ((a, b)) ... )) (M,, D) t ... (mod @(- co)), 
(1.15) 
with the j-fold Poisson brackets 
(a, b) = V,a V,b - V,b V,a, ((a, b)) = V:aVtb - V:v Via,.... (1.16) 
If a, b remain bounded in vcc, and vvc,, then the above partial dSfJrences 
also remain bounded in @(r + r’ - (N + l)e), respectively. 
2. THE EVOLUTION OPERATOR OF A HYPERBOLIC CAUCHY PROBLEM 
We shortly discuss existence and uniqueness for (0.1). 
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS (B). In case (a) of (A) assume (in addition to 
(A)) 
(2. la) 
In case (b) of (A) we require (in addition to (A)), with e’ = (1, 0), 
e*=(O, l), 
a#, E ‘X vjel+c.-,-m4 j=O, l;l=O, 1 ,*-*, (2.lb) 
which implies (2.la) with e’ instead of e. In (2.la, b) VL, is equipped with 
the Frechet topology induced by inequalities (1.1). 
Notice that (A) (of the introduction) and (B) imply that k E Cm(I, WE,) 
(or even k E P(1, YE,,). Moreover the symbol 
r(t, X, t) = 2 $(t, X7 t)Pj(t9 X9 t) E Cm@3 V~O)Y 
j=l 
(2.2) 
with the transposed and complex conjugate matrix $, will have properties of 
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a symmetrizer symbol, insofar as it is symmetric and positive definite, for all 
large 1x1 + ] (1, and satisfies 
~?‘r - rk E P(Z, WE,). (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions (A) and (B), for any given fixed 
s = (sI, sz) E I?*, there exists a unique u E C(Z, B,), aiu E C(Z, 5,-,,) for 
Q E $j,,fE P(Z, a,), in case (a), and, in case (b), one may replace e by e’. 
It is clear that Theorem 2.1 implies the existence of the evolution operator 
{ U(t, t): r, t E I}, where U(r, t) maps 8, -+ !jj, for every s, and also Y -+ Y 
or 9” + 9’. The next theorem expresses some of its properties. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumptions (A) and (B) the operator U(7, t) 
has the following properties. 
(i) U(7, t) E 8(O); the partial derivatives g/;ai U(7, t), j, l= 1, 2,..., 
exist in strong operator convergence of U($,, 8s-cl+j,e) for all SE R*. 
Moreover, 3-$fU(7, t) are strongly continuous functions of 7, t in 
iP(bS-o+tje), and bounded sets in B(s + (j t 1)e). All the above is statedfor 
case (a); In case (b) one may substitute e’ for e. 
(ii) We have, for all t, 7, K E Z, 
U(7,r) = 1, u(t, K)U(G t) = u(7, K), U(t, r)U(s, t) = 1, (2.4) 
(iii) U(7, t) satisfies the two differential equations 
~9, U(7, t) + iK(t)U(s, t) = 0, 3, U(7, t) - iU(7, t)K(r) = 0, (2.5) 
(iv) U is uniquely determined as a family of linear operators satisfying 
(i), (ii), and one of the differential equations of (iii). 
The proofs of above the theorems are discussed in [4,7]. They use the 
classical technique of energy estimate for hyperbolic equation existence 
proofs in the form presented for compact manifolds by Taylor [lo], IV, 2: A 
mollifier must be introduced, which also must make the symbol k bounded at 
Ix I= co. Then Picard’s theorem is applied to solve (0.1) for a family K = K, 
of !jj,-bounded vdo’s, followed by an application of the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem to construct the solution of (0.1) for the given operator K(t). The 
construction is successful even for the noncompact manifold IR”, since 
operators like (1 + lx]*)-“*(l -4)-” can be found which are compact in 
every I,p($,) and take a,-, onto 8,. This will give a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Then Theorem 2.2 may be proved with a similar technique. 
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3. THE CHARACTERISTIC FLOW, AND ITS ACTION ON SYMBOLS 
In this section we will discuss properties of the m characteristic flows v’,, 
defined by (0.15). Presently it is sufficient to focus on only one such flow 
1% : r, t E I}, consisting of a 2-parameter family v,~ of homeomorphisms 
I?*” -+ R”‘, defined to map (x, <) E I?‘” into (xr,, <,,) E R *“, where the pair 
of functions x(t) = xrlr r(t) = cTt, for fixed t and t E Z, is determined as the 
solution of the Cauchy problem 
i = qt, x, 0, 4 = -A,,(4 x9 0, tEz,x(r)=x,qs)=r, (3.1) 
with a given function I E C?(Z, vr,). In (3.1), “’ = a,“, and ,X, ,I denote the 
x-gradient and <-gradient. 
THEOREM 3.1. The Cauchy problem (3.1) is uniquely solvable for all x, 
< E R”, and r E Z, and the solution extends into all of I. The functions 
x,, = x,,(x, <), Trr = <Jx, <) described above define a family of 
homeomorphisms v,, : R 2n + R “‘, for 5, t E I. Moreover, we have (the 
components of) x,~, &,, xir, iit ,..., bounded in ~~~~~ and <,*, &,, lir, i: ,,..., 
bounded in WC,,, with e1 = (1, 0), e2 = (0, l), and with “’ = a,.” Also, if 
a E vr, is any symbol, with arbitrary order r, then we have 
a,, E P(Z x Z, WC,). 
Proof The first statement is a matter of Picard’s theorem for a system of 
2n ordinary differential equations. To show that the local solution can be 
extended into Z we must establish a priori estimates. In the following let us 
abbreviate f = xT,, Q = rrr. Using (3.1) one obtains the estimates 
(f >’ = O((f )>9 (4)’ = O(Q)), (3.2) 
which may be integrated for boundedness of log((f)/(x)) and log((#)/(l)), 
using (f) 2 1. This implies 
0 < c < (f Y(x) Q CT 0 < c < @)/(<> < c, (3.3) 
a couple of a priori estimates implying existence off and 4 for t E I. 
Now it follows from conventional techniques that the derivatives f Ii), = 
a;$ f exist and are continuous, and, similarly, for A f ‘,f’,... and 4, /,..., etc. 
Also, it follows that v,, define homeomorphisms as stated. 
Let us next show how the derivatives f I$ can be estimated, by focusing on 
the simplest case 1 a 1 + I/3 1 = 1. Differentiating (3.1) one gets 
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where our convention is to always let the last gradient operate on the vector: 
A,, f = A,,fj, etc. From (3.4) we get 
ri=Pp, for 
i 
<tMflfx ‘p 
$ (4) (a) ) 
(3.5) 
with the matrix 
We notice that the matrix P has bounded coefficients, using (3.3) and 
/I E v/c,. This again yields Ij = O(p), which may be integrated for 
p(t)/1 p(s)/ = O(1). Or, calculating p(t) from (3.4), one finds estimates (1.1) 
forr=e*orr=e’and]a]+]/3]=l,forthefunctionsforg). 
An induction proof leading to these estimates for all a, p is obtained by 
differentiating (3.4) again and again. In the next step ]cz] + I/?] = 2, one will 
obtain 
p = Pp t 4, P(f) = 0 (3.7) 
with p and P as in (3.5) and (3.6), where q contains only derivatives off and 
4 already estimated, resulting in 
q = o((x)-‘y~)‘-‘~‘). (3.8) 
Thus integrating (3.7) leads to p = O((ql) = O((X)-‘~‘(<)‘~‘~‘). Thus by 
induction one obtains all estimates forfE v/L~,~, 4 E WC,~, and similarly for-f, 
/, etc. (The proof is discussed in more details in [4], V, 9.) 
Finally, for a symbol a E WL, let a,, = a 0 v,,. Then a calculation implies 
the estimates 
<a,,>g; = o((X)‘*-‘“‘(r)r~-‘5’), (3.9) 
and correspondingly for (u,J and (a,,)‘, and their derivatives. Accordingly 
we find that a,,, (a,,)*, and (a,,)‘, etc., are bounded sets in vr,. Using the 
differential equations (3.1) and the fact that A E P(1, v,c,) one then also 
concludes that a,, E P(1 X 1, WC,). Details may be found in [4], V, 9. This 
completes the discussion of Theorem 3.1. 
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4. DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We now are ready for our theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the assumptions (A) and (B) be satisfied, and let 
r E I be given fixed. For every m x m-matrix-valued symbol q E 2’:(r) there 
exists a symbol z E IJI~,-, such that, for Q = q(M,, D), Z = z(M,, D), 
U(z, t)(Q + Z)U-‘(5, t) = Q, + Z,, (4.1) 
with Q, = q(t, M,, D), q(t, a) E Z:(t), t E I, and some vdo Z, in v/c,-,. 
Moreover if we write 
90 E WC-,, qjE tyc,, j= l,..., m, (4.2) 
then we may choose 
q(tt ‘) = F (Sj ’ 4,) PjCt, ‘> 
j=l 
(4.4) 
with the characteristicflows {I,$: r, t E I}, j= l,..., m, belonging to the eigen- 
values ~j E Cm(l, VL,). 
Proof: Let us start with the observation that indeed a symbol in 9:(t) 
necessarily must have a representation of the form (4.2). In fact we may 
choose q0 = 0 for large Ix]+ ]<I. S ince the eigenvalues lj are distinct and the 
projections pi of rank 1, by construction it follows trivially that a matrix 
commuting with k, must be of the form (0.13). For the projections pi one 
derives that trace pi = 1 which gives the formula qj = trace(qiq), for large 
1x1 + I <I, confirming that qj E WC,. is globally defined. 
Next we introduce V(t)  = U(r, t )  QU(t, 5) and observe that 
V(t) + i[K(t), V(t)] = 0, t E I, V(r) = Q, (4.5) 
where the derivative and commutator both exist in every Y(8,, $J,-,-,). For 
a moment assume existence of a vdo Z(t) = z(t, M,, D), z E Cm(l, wr,-,) 
such that W(t) = V(t) - Q(t) -Z(t) E @(r - 2e), with a certain Q(t) = 
q(t, M,, D), q(t, a) = CF! i qjpj(t, +) with undetermined scalar-valued symbols 
q,(t) E: w.c,. Such Z(t) indeed exists, but its construction is postponed. If in 
addition W(t) E P(r - e), Q(r) = Q, then we get 
W+i[K, W]=O (mod @(r - e)), W(7) = -Z(r). (4.6) 
We will use (4.6) to derive conditions for qj and z. They will not give 
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WE P(r - 2e) but will give (4.1) with a modified Z(t) taking values in 
P(r - e), not necessarily a I,&. Then an iteration scheme may be set up to 
prove the theorem. 
Using (4.5) in (4.6) and neglecting all terms in P(r - e) one obtains the 
relation 
8+i([K,,Q]+[K,,Z])=O (mod!JQL), K, = K,(f, M,, o>, (4.7) 
or, in terms of symbols, using the commutator relation (1.15), 
4 + i[k,,q] + (k,,q) + i[ko,q] + i[k,,z] =O (mod WC,-,>. (4.8) 
Here the second term vanishes for large 1x1 + It], and hence is of order - co 
and may be neglected; q E 9:(t) by construction. In order to find q and z 
satisfying (4.8) we regard it, or 
[k,,zl=i(4+(k1,4))-[k,,ql=f, fECooV,V/CJ, (4.9) 
as a matrix commutator equation for z, assuming q known. It is well known 
that (4.8) admits solutions z if and only if 
PlfP, = 0, I = I,..., m, (4.10) 
and then the general solution is of the form 
z = x c/P/ + x PjfPd(;li - n,), 
I-1 j,l= 1 
(4.11) 
where c, are arbitrary constants, for large 1x1 + I<l. At present we will set 
c, = 0 but we shall improve this choice later on. 
Substituting q(t) of the form proposed into (4.10) one gets 
t E I, q/(5. .) = qr, I= l,..., m, (4.12) 
by a calculation, postponed, for the moment. We notice that ql(t, e) = q/ 0 vi, 
is the unique solution of the Cauchy problem (4.12) of a first order partial 
differential equation. This confirms (4.4) as only possible choice, at present. 
Then z(t, x, r) determined by (4.11) with c, = 0, for large 1x1 + l{l and 
extended suitably into R2” will give a symbol in C”O(I, VL,-,), as shown 
later on. Then W(t) above will satisfy (4.6). Moreover we even have 
I&+ i[K, W] =R(t) a I&O in !P’Zme. Let Y(t) = U(t, r) W(t) V(r, t), and 
confirm that 
r’= qt, 7) tiU(7, t) + iqt, 7)[K, W] qt, 7) 
= qt, 7) l?(t) U(7, t). 
(4.13) 
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Here Y first exists in P(jj,, $,-,-,) only but will take values in 
9(bS, $s--r+e), by (4.13). This implies that Y exists in strong convergence 
of .P($$, 5,-r+,) and is strongly continuous there. Integrating (4.13) we get 
Y(t) = Y(r) + 1-I S(K) drc 
= -Z(r)-: 1.’ S(rc) dK, 
-7 
so that W(t) = U(t, t) QU(t, t) - Q(t) - Z(t) = U(r, t) Y(t) U(t, r) is bounded 
and strongly continuous in every P(!jj,, sj,- ,.+,). In other words we get (4.1) 
with Z = Z(r), Q, = Q(t), Z, = Z(t) + U(r, t) (i S(K) dtcU(t, t), where at 
least Z, is a bounded set in P(r - e). Before setting up a recursion to 
improve our information on Z, let us check into the calculation leading into 
(4.12). All the following holds for large 1x1 + I< 1. 
Differentiating (0.8) we get 
PjEil=-fijPl +djsjl, Pj Pllr = -Pjl{ PI + Pjl[sjlv 
and a corresponding formula for the x-derivatives. Accordingly, 
P,4P,=~P,4rPrP,+~4rP,?4P,=4,P,* 
r I 
Similarly 
PIPrlxPi=PIPrlrPI=0~ 
P,(Pj,Pr)P,=PIPjlrPllxPI-PlP,IrPjlxPl 
=-PIlrPjPrIxPI + 6j,P,ltP, 
+PllsPrPjlxPl--,rP,lsPjlxP, 
‘Pl~~Pj~xPrPi~P,~~Pr~xP,6j~+6j,P,l~PrlxP, 
~Pl~iPr~xPjP,+P,l~Pr~~P,Sjr~6,~P,l~Pj~~P,~0~ 
Accordingly, 
Pkk, 7 9)Pl= C PIItAjlr Pj + Lj Pjl*)(9rlxPr + 4rPrlx) 
.i,r 
- (Crrl, Pr + 4, Prlb>Vjlx Pj + jliPjl*)tPl 
= (A,, 4,)PI + C 4dj P,(Pjg Pr)P, 
i,r 
= (L 9,)Pl. 
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Substituting into (4.10) we get (4.12) noting that p,[k,, qlp, = 0. 
For the next step of the recursion let us redefine W(t) = V(t) - Q(t) - 
Z(t) - S(t), with V, Q and Z as before, and some S(t) = s(t, M,, D), 
s E P(l, ~/cr-~~). Again try selecting S(t) with 
I&‘+ i[K, IV] = 0 (mod @(r - 2e)), t E I, W(t) = -Z(r) - S(r). (4.15) 
Neglecting lower order terms and noting the cancellations effected by our 
choice of q and z we get, in terms of symbols, 
[k,,sj=i(i+(k,,q)+(k,,z))+f((k,,q))-[k,,z]=g. (4.16) 
To solve (4.16) for s one must have conditions (4.10) satisfied with f = g. 
This will require modification of our choice of z, in the first step, introducing 
certain symbols c, # 0 in (4.11). Denoting the function z of (4.11) with 
c,=Obyz,nowwegetz=z,+C,c,p,.Thenwegetg=g,+~withg,the 
function of (4.16) for z = zO. Using the same calculation as above one finds 
that p, gp, = i(k, + (A,, c,))p,. Hence (4.10) amounts to 
C, + (A,, c,) = i trace(g,p,) = yI E P(Z, vr,-,). (4.17) 
This inhomogeneous partial differential equation can be solved uniquely with 
initial condition c, = 0 at t = t. The solution is 
(4.18) 
Using (4.18) to redefine z we get (4.16). Or, concluding as before, 
Y(f) = Q - W, r)(Q(4 + Z(t) + W)>Mr, t> 
= L(f) - Z(r) - S(r), L E @(r - 2e). 
In case (a) it is a consequence of Theorem 3.1, that z(t) E vc,-,, 
s(t) E vcrPze, etc. To show that this also follows in case (b), we set up the 
recursion in general, constructing Z,(t) = Q,, Z,(t) = Z(t) (as it was called 
above), Z,(t) = S(t), Z,(t) ,..., Z,,,(f) ,..., according to the principle that 
zj E cm(z9 Vc,-j,>T and w,=z,+z, + *** + Z, - V satisfies the 
differential equation (4.6), but mod @(r - Ne). Substituting [Kj, Z,] from 
(1.15) into (4.6), ordering terms decreasing we get (mod @(I - Ne)) 
0 = i[k,) zo] 
+ (&I + (k,,z,) + @,,z,l + i[k,,z,l) 
+ (i, + (k,, zl> + ilk,,, z,] - fi(k,, q,)’ 
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+ (ko* zo> +[k, 7 4) 
+ (4 t (k, 9 4 t i[k,, z*l - Ml, z,)’ t (k,, z,> 
- W(h, zoj3 - @(k,, zo> +i[k,, z31> 
t . ..t(i.t(k,,z,)ti[k,,z,]-fi(k,,z,_,)2+(ko,~N_,) 
- W(k,, zNm2j3 - i/W,, zN-2)2 
t i/4!@,, z,,,-~)~ - l/6@,,, zN-3)3 t . ..). 
with (( )) = ( )2, t e c., where all terms i, and after may be neglected, since 
the have order s-Ne. We selected zt,, z,, z2 to cancel the first three lines of 
(4.19). The fourth line gives a commutator equation for z3, etc. 
Focusing on case (b) let us verify that zj E C” (Z, I+vc,-~,). By (2.Ib), 
This may be used to prove, succesively, that 
etc., with f(q) of (4.9), and q, z, zo, - z, y, as above, also a decomposition 
s = s, + c similar to that of z. This implies the statement on z,~ for case (b), 
while the same is a trivial consequence of Theorem 3.1 in case (a). 
Then it is clear that the asymptotic sums C;” Zj(r) and Cy Z,(t) define Z 
and Z, for (4. l), respectively. We first only get (4.1) module an additive 
term in a(- co) which must be a y/do in wr --oo and then may correct the 
second asymptotic sum by that term. Therefore Theorem 4.1 is established. 
Note that in case (b) the assumptions are trivially satisfied for a symbol k 
independent oft satisfying all assumptions (A). 
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